
For a world 
that could be.
MIXED BLOOD TODAY.



Since 1976  
 

Mixed Blood has entertained and empowered  
more than 3 million people, inspiring them to  
help create a world that could be.

Rooted in community organized for social change,  
Mixed Blood began with a mission to bring together  
people both on and off stage in new ways through theatre.

Today, using theatre to illustrate and animate, Mixed Blood  
models pluralism in pursuit of interconnections, shared  
humanity, and engaged citizenry.



We are a
movement
dedicated to using theatre as a tool for social change.  
We do that by ensuring everyone can be part of this work.

It’s called: Radical Hospitality

And it’s more than just free tickets. It’s a commitment to  
removing every barrier to theatre we can find. 



Mixed Blood presented the first performance  
dedicated to a DeafBlind audience, supported by  
two dozen interpreters.

$178,500
In 2018, Mixed Blood gave away $178,500 in tickets via Radical Hospitality. 

But Radical Hospitality is far beyond no-cost admission.  
 
Mixed Blood strives to eliminate all barriers to access: from being the 
destination for people with disabilities by offering free transportation, a fully-
accessible building, supertitles and more, to four Advisory Councils that lead 
us to find and eliminate barriers, discover ways to share our resources, and 
build catalytic relationships with the members of our greater community 
throughout the metro area and beyond.

Mixed Blood is the only professional theatre in America  
where anyone can see any performance for free.



PEOPLE PARTICIPATED IN  

MIXED BLOOD PROGRAMS18,670
“I DON’T think there’s an organization in the 
city that lives its mission more fully and 
authentically than mixed blood.”
Joe haj 
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR, THE GUTHRIE Theatre



51%
PEOPLE BEcause of radical hospitality,  

MIXED BLOOD’S AUDIENCE IS UNLIKE ANY OTHER

OF WHOM:
6% ARE PEOPLE WITH disabilitIES
10% identify as transgender
36% are people of color
44% EARN LESS THAN $25,000
66% are under 30 years old
81% are under 45 years old 

ATtend via radical hospitality



STEPPINGSTONE &
DESTINATION

Mixed Blood has produced 91 world premieres and 47 second 
productions.

Writers & artists often find their first home at Mixed Blood, 
with MacArthur “Genius” Award winners, Tony winners, Emmy 
winners, Pulitzer & Oscar nominees among Mixed Blood alum.

DON CHEADLE
ACTOR & MIXED BLOOD ALUM



ENGAGEMENT
Mixed Blood fosters healthy communities, using art as a tool to improve education, 
safety, employment, transportation, recreation, and health care. 

In Mixed Blood’s own neighborhood known as Cedar-Riverside in Minneapolis, we 
continue to strive towards being a point of assembly for the 4,500+ residents who live 
here, providing opportunities on the stage, family and youth activities, meals during 
Eid, story circles for sharing about health concerns, and more.

Nationally recognized as a leader in using the arts as a tool to do work beyond the 
stage, Mixed Blood is proud to partner with the Kresge Foundation, ArtPlace America, 
and the Doris Duke Charitable Fund to make our work in Cedar-Riverside possible.



CONNECTION
Mixed Blood is a gathering place for community.

On March 27, 2018, the Minnesota Council of Nonprofits hosted  Mocha with our 
Mayor at Mixed Blood with Mayor Jacob Frey.

On April 28, 2018, Mixed Blood’s Trans Advisory Council curated On Our Own Terms: 
Voices At The Intersection of Transgender Experience and Mixed Blood Theatre, a festival 
including a salon exploring the trans experience in theatre-making, a reading of two 
plays, and a performance of Mermaid Hour: ReMixed. 

On May 12, 2018, Mixed Blood produced, with funding from the Bush Foundation, 
Living The Dream, a day-long festival for artists of color and indigenous artists to create 
dialogue around their experience and role in using the arts to heal themselves, each 
other and the world. 

On September 11, 2018 we hosted Rep. Ilhan Omar for a conversation with Jearlyn 
Steele about her life, her career and everything in store for her future.JESCA PRUDENCIO

DIRECTOR

LIVING THE DREAM
MAY 12, 2018



CATALYST
MEET ERIC MAYSON, COMPOSER.
“I started working at Mixed Blood before I really had 
any other gigs in town. It is, aside from my home, the 
most meaningful building in Minneapolis.

Without the Blood, I’m not sure I ever would have 
had a career as a composer. It quickly became a 
creative home for me, a place that challenged me, 
exposed me to radical works of art, intensely creative 
artists in my community and elsewhere, as well as 
instilling in me the value of an open and honest 
process with communication and community at the 
forefront.

ERIC MAYSON
COMPOSER

Mixed Blood is one of the only arts organizations I’ve 
worked for where you can really see their mission statement 
in practice. It’s not just a thing they hang on the wall. 

I have always felt trusted and valued working at the 
firehouse. Not only am I paid what I’m worth, which is rare 
when doing work that you love, I’m also given ambitious, 
challenging projects with a lot of freedom to make choices 
and mistakes.

I have learned so much about what it means to be an artist, 
about my practice, and about my identity as a bi-racial 
person from making work at the Mixed Blood. I literally 
can’t imagine the last decade of my life without it.”



MEET RIP RAPSON,  
PRESIDENT. THE KRESGE FOUNDATION.
“Every decision Mixed Blood makes – artistic, 
programmatic, organizational, financial – is driven by a 
profound sensitivity to the ripple effects it will have in 
the larger community. 

It isn’t possible to imagine Mixed Blood anywhere else 
than in its turn-of-the-century firehouse in the heart of 
Minneapolis’s Somali and Ethiopian community.

It’s too much to ask theatres to overcome the erosion 

IMPACT

RIP RAPSON
PRESIDENT, THE KRESGE FOUNDATION

of trust and sense of mutual obligation that seems 
characteristic of the here and now in America. But as 
Mixed Blood reminds us, theatres can cultivate both 
bonding and bridging social capital: 

By inviting us to step outside our immediate experience 
into a world of shared ideas and imagination. By creating a 
public platform undergirded by a fundamental respect for 
reasoned civil discourse.”



$1,191,782

REVENUE EXPENSE

$1,218,155

DOLLARS
EXPENSES
63% PROGRAM & PRODUCTION $697,535
17% GENERAL MANAGEMENT  $204,014
7% BUILDING    $83,526
7% FUNDRAISING    $84,468
6% MARKETING    $75,399

CONTRIBUTED
50% FOUNDATION    $599,063
15% GOVERNMENT   $180,848
13% individual giving  $153,710
8% corporate giving   $94,000

EARNED
5% PROGRAM REVENUE  $55,887
3% SPACE & EQUIPMENT RENTAL $36,497
6% GUARANTEED ADMISSIONS $71,777
         
 



At Mixed Blood the stage is a soapbox and compassion is a verb. How do 
we move from seeing each other to acting for each other? Ideas and ideals 
are our products. Relationships are our currency. Theatre is our delivery 
system. Adaptability is sustainability.

Mixed Blood’s mission realization will take place through programming at 
its own Alan Page Auditorium, in off-site locations throughout the Metro 
area and throughout the state of Minnesota as well as in depth within its 
Cedar Riverside neighborhood in Minneapolis.

Thank you to these two-dozen organizations & partners for their support.

JACK REULER
FOUNDER/ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

ONWARD



WE ARE ALL MIXED BLOOD

The West Bank Fund   of the Minneapolis Foundation

Smith McCarthy Fund   of the Minneapolis Foundation
Hugh J. Andersen Foundation

Warren Foundation


